The histidine imidazole side chain plays a critical role in protein function and stability. Its importance for catalysis is underscored by the fact that histidines are localized to active sites in ∼50% of all enzymes. NMR spectroscopy has become an important tool for studies of histidine side chains through the measurement of sitespecific pK a s and tautomer populations. To date, such studies have been confined to observable protein ground states; however, a complete understanding of the role of histidine electrostatics in protein function and stability requires that similar investigations be extended to rare, transiently formed conformers that populate the energy landscape, yet are often "invisible" in standard NMR spectra. Here we present NMR experiments and a simple strategy for studies of such conformationally excited states based on measurement of histidine 
The histidine imidazole side chain plays a critical role in protein function and stability. Its importance for catalysis is underscored by the fact that histidines are localized to active sites in ∼50% of all enzymes. NMR spectroscopy has become an important tool for studies of histidine side chains through the measurement of sitespecific pK a s and tautomer populations. To date, such studies have been confined to observable protein ground states; however, a complete understanding of the role of histidine electrostatics in protein function and stability requires that similar investigations be extended to rare, transiently formed conformers that populate the energy landscape, yet are often "invisible" in standard NMR spectra. Here we present NMR experiments and a simple strategy for studies of such conformationally excited states based on measurement of histidine 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 chemical shifts and 1 H e - 13 C e onebond scalar couplings. The methodology is first validated and then used to obtain pK a values and tautomer distributions for histidine residues of an invisible on-pathway folding intermediate of the colicin E7 immunity protein. Our results imply that the side chains of H40 and H47 are exposed in the intermediate state and undergo significant conformational rearrangements during folding to the native structure. Further, the pK a values explain the pH-dependent stability differences between native and intermediate states over the pH range 5.5-6.5 and they suggest that imidazole deprotonation is not a barrier to the folding of this protein.
conformationally excited protein states | Im7 protein-folding intermediate | chemical exchange | pH stability | CEST E lectrostatic interactions can be critically important to the stability and function of biological molecules (1, 2) . Such interactions in proteins manifest most often through side chains of amino acids that can assume different protonation states and hence different charged forms that, for example, guide an enzyme reaction to completion (3) (4) (5) . Histidine side chains play a particularly important role in the protein structure-function paradigm because they can exist in one of a pair of neutral tautomeric states or as a charged conformer, they serve as multiple hydrogen bond acceptors and donors, they are often localized to active sites of enzymes where they are integral to catalysis (5, 6) , and their properties can be modified through metal binding and phosphorylation (7, 8) . Moreover, the pK a of the histidine imidazole moiety is usually close to physiological pH allowing it to serve as either an acid or as a base, which nature has exploited for a variety of different protein functions (3, 9) .
It is well appreciated that solution NMR spectroscopy is a powerful technique for studying conformational equilibria of histidine residues in proteins and for measuring pK a values that, in turn, can provide insight into protein function, especially in studies of enzyme mechanism (6, 10, 11) . Initial studies of histidine in proteins date to the mid-1960s and for many years focused on recording 1D 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra (12) (13) (14) . With the advent of multidimensional NMR spectroscopy and the development of 15 N-labeling methods many studies now rely on recording long-range 1 H- 15 N correlation maps that connect histidine 15 N e2 and 15 N δ1 chemical shifts with nonexchangeable ring protons. Analysis of such spectra, using canonical 15 N chemical shifts for the tautomeric and cationic states of the side chain, provides an estimate of the relative populations of each conformer, with pK a values fit from the pH dependence of the shifts (7, 15, 16) . To date, the great majority of NMR studies of protein electrostatics have focused on the native state that is highly populated under physiological conditions and often the only conformer that can be observed in standard experiments. In addition, a number of NMR investigations have been reported on denatured proteins, showing distinct differences in pK a values from those that would be predicted on the basis of model compounds (17) . Tollinger et al. have exploited the fact that the N-terminal SH3 domain from the drk protein exists in an approximate 1:1 equilibrium between native and unfolded conformations, at neutral pH, and in the absence of any denaturants, to measure pK a values directly for both states from a single set of experiments (18) . Notably, pK a s for ionizable side-chain groups of the unfolded state were found to vary in a sequence-dependent manner and again were not consistent with predictions based on model systems.
Although studies of electrostatics in the native and unfolded states of proteins provide a first step toward understanding aspects of function, they are inherently incomplete. The energy landscape of a protein molecule is rugged, with additional states populated at positions other than the minima corresponding to native and unfolded conformations (19) (20) (21) . These additional, unexplored conformers can have different structures and functions relative to the native state and in some cases the overall function of the protein is derived from these higher energy states, despite being sparsely populated and transiently formed (22) (23) (24) . A complete description of the role of electrostatics in function, therefore, must consider the ionization properties of side-chain Significance Electrostatic interactions in proteins play significant roles in conferring stability and in dictating function. Histidine residues are particularly important because their side chains can serve as both acids and bases over the physiological pH range and as both hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. Solution NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method for studying these residues in highly populated ground-state conformers. Here we develop a strategy for extending such studies to sparsely populated, short-lived protein states that can also play a significant role in defining protein function. An application to an invisible folding intermediate of the Im7 protein is provided, where site-specific pK a values of histidine residues have been determined that explain the strong pH-dependent stability differences between native and intermediate states. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: kay@pound.med.utoronto.ca. moieties in these rare conformers as well. One example is α-lytic protease where the dynamics of the catalytic residue H57 have been shown to be critical for turnover (25) . Quantification of the pK a value(s) of the imidazole side chain of this residue in its different positions during catalysis is thus of considerable interest.
In addition to the fact that rare states often play important functional roles, sparsely populated conformers can also be important for directing protein-folding pathways. It is increasingly clear that folding, even of single-domain proteins, often proceeds through the establishment of low-populated and transiently formed intermediates (19, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . A complete description of the mechanism of protein folding, therefore, is predicated on a characterization of these intermediate states, including the role that electrostatic interactions play in providing stability to them. As described below in detail, we consider here a protein-folding reaction involving an on-pathway intermediate whose relative stability with respect to the native conformer is dictated by the ionization properties of a pair of highly conserved histidine residues.
Solution-based NMR spectroscopy has recently emerged as a powerful technique for characterizing such conformationally rare states. The underlying physics was described a half century ago, leading to the development of Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion (31) (32) (33) and saturation transfer techniques (34, 35) . In the past 15 y a wide range of different experiments that are based on the seminal ideas proposed then have been developed for studies of suitably labeled biomolecules. It is now possible to measure 1 H, 13 C, and 15 N backbone chemical shifts of "invisible" protein conformers (excited states) so long as they exchange with the NMR visible state (ground conformation) on a millisecond time-scale and where the fractional population of the rare conformer is at least 0.5% (36) (37) (38) . Such chemical shifts can, in turn, be used as input into computational database programs to generate atomic resolution models of excited conformers, providing a first glimpse of the different structures that populate the energy landscape for the protein in question (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) . Recently, the methodology has been extended to the measurement of sidechain 13 C chemical shifts in excited states of proteins, with the development of chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) experiments (44) .
Herein we present an experimental approach based on CEST for quantifying the ionization/tautomeric states and pK a values of histidine side chains in conformationally excited protein states. Although these states do not give rise to peaks in NMR spectra, the chemical shifts of the histidine C γ , C δ2 , and C e1 carbons can nevertheless be obtained accurately by amplification of their signals through measurements involving the corresponding nuclei in the ground state. The methodology is used to study the folding reaction of the 87-residue four-helix bundle Im7 protein, which proceeds through the formation of an on-pathway intermediate (45, 46) . The kinetics and thermodynamics of folding have been studied extensively with tryptophan fluorescence, equilibrium denaturation and φ value analysis (29, (47) (48) (49) and it has been established that the stability of the intermediate relative to the native state increases with decreasing pH over a range where histidine side chains typically titrate (50) . However, the inability to measure site-specific electrostatic interactions has limited an atomic-level understanding of the role(s) of the histidine residues in the folding process. We show that H40 and H47 have pK a values of 6.9 ± 0.3 in the invisible folding intermediate, with an «/δ tautomer distribution of 3:1 for H47, whereas the pK a values of both histidines in the ground state are below 5. The pHdependent stability difference of the intermediate and native states over the pH range 5.5-6.5, where our measurements were obtained, could be explained quantitatively in terms of the histidine pK a values. An average pK a value for H40 and H47 in the folding transition state (TS) was calculated from the pH-dependent folding and unfolding rates that is similar to the histidine pK a s of the folding intermediate (6.3 ± 0.1 vs. 6.9 ± 0.3). This suggests that histidine deprotonation has little effect on the rate of Im7 folding from the intermediate state. The imidazole ring of histidine can exist in three conformations that almost always exchange rapidly in aqueous buffer solutions (51) . These include a pair of neutral tautomers, denoted as δ (N δ1 -H) and « (N e2 -H) that are able to act as either hydrogen bond donors or acceptors and a protonated, cationic state (denoted as + in Fig. 1, Upper) . The cationic form is of course dominant at low pH, whereas the « form is favored ∼4:1 over the δ form at high pH, according to observations of the free amino acid in solution (52, 53) . These conformations are usually indistinguishable in crystal structures, but can be readily identified by heteronuclear multiplebond correlation (HMBC)-type NMR experiments which measure the imidazole ring 15 N chemical shifts (7) . Studies of the free amino acid, model compounds, and proteins have led to a canonical set of 15 N imidazole chemical shifts whereby the protonated and deprotonated nitrogen in either the δ or « form resonates at 167.5 or 249.5 ppm (7), respectively, whereas in the cationic form the resonance frequencies of the 15 N e2 and 15 N δ1 nuclei are at ∼174 and 178 ppm, respectively (54, 55) . These reference shifts provide a basis for interpreting measured 15 N e2 and 15 N δ1 resonances in terms of fractional populations of δ, «, and + (p δ , p « , p + ), and the HMBC experiment has therefore become the method of choice for studies of histidine side chains in proteins. Unfortunately, the HMBC is relatively insensitive due to the long magnetization transfer delays that are required to connect the nitrogens and nonexchangeable protons of the imidazole ring so that the corresponding experiment for measuring chemical shifts in an excited state is not feasible.
A promising alternative for studies of rare conformers is to monitor the chemical shifts of the 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 imidazole carbons. Theoretical and experimental studies of model compounds show that the 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 nuclei, but not 13 C e1 , are sensitive to the histidine conformational state, with shift differences as large as 12 and 8 ppm, respectively (7, 52, 56, 57) . Although the 13 C e1 chemical shift is insensitive to the imidazole conformational equilibrium, the one-bond 13 C e1 -1 H e1 scalar coupling ( 1 J C«H« ) shows a relatively large variation of ∼12 Hz between neutral and cationic states with little or no difference between neutral tautomers (58, 59) (Fig. 1A, black symbols) . In principle, the combination of 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 shifts and 1 J C«H« allows the extraction of pK a s as well as side-chain tautomer and ionization states even from measurements at a single pH value. This is particularly important because applications to excited states involve experiments that are less sensitive than for ground conformers, restricting the number of measurements possible. Moreover, the pH-dependent stability of the excited state may be such that experiments can only be recorded over a narrow pH range.
To establish the feasibility of the approach described above, we first considered an application to the C-terminal SH2 domain of phospholipase C-γ 1 (PLCCγ), focusing on the native state of the protein. This protein contains five histidines, four of which titrate with pK a values ranging between 5.5 and 7 and all five side chains have p « values between 50% and 100% at high pH (55) . 
where Q is the measured parameter (in this case 1 J C«H« ) and Q high and Q low are the individually fit limiting values at high and low pH, respectively. The pK a values so obtained agree well with a previous study that used the 15 N HMBC approach (55) and virtually identical pK a s and extrema were obtained when the scalar coupling data were supplemented by measured 13 C, 15 N, and 1 H shifts for each histidine. Although there is some variation in the exact limiting values on a per-residue basis, the cationic and neutral extrema converge to 220.6 ± 1.0 Hz and 207.5 ± 1.5 Hz, respectively (Fig. 1A) .
Notably, 1 J C«H« = 202.5 ± 0.5 Hz was measured for the nontitrating histidine (H57) over pHs extending from 4 to 8, well outside the proposed range of scalar coupling values discussed above. This value indicates that the imidazole is neutral and indeed both carbon and nitrogen chemical shifts confirm that the side chain is almost entirely in the « tautomer form. H57 N δ1 and N e2 hydrogen bond with the guanidinium group of R37 and the side-chain carboxyl group of E22, respectively, in structures of the SH2 domain in complex with target peptides and these interactions are expected to persist in solution in the absence of a binding partner (55, 60) . It is likely that the close proximity to the cationic arginine lowers the 1 J C«H« value below that typically expected. A low value for 1 J C«H« (208 Hz) has also been observed for H57 of the catalytic triad of α-lytic protease that hydrogen bonds with S195, S214, and D102 in the neutral state (61) . Additionally, nontitrating (pK a < 3) histidines in subtilisin BPN′ have coupling values ranging from 205 to 209 Hz in either the δ or « form (62) . All of these residues are buried in polar or neutral environments, but lack a nearby R or K side chain.
Using the J-coupling endpoints of 220.6 ± 1.0 Hz and 207. (Fig. 1A , black square), 1-methyl L-histidine (Fig. 1A , up triangle), and 3-methyl L-histidine (Fig. 1A , down triangle), pH 8.2, the latter two compounds serving as mimics of the « and δ tautomeric states (52, 58) , respectively, with little difference obtained in the coupling values.
Having established that measurement of 1 J C«H« provides a robust estimate of p + and hence also of the histidine pK a value (via Eq. 1), we next sought an approach for obtaining p δ and p « . Very early work on model compounds clearly demonstrated the sensitivity of 13 C NMR to the two neutral imidazole forms (52). More recently, Oldfield and coworkers used a combination of solidstate NMR, crystallography, and quantum calculations to analyze histidine ring 13 C chemical shifts of eight histidine-containing dipeptides (56) . They found that 13 C e1 chemical shift perturbations are due primarily to changes in hydrogen bond length and intermolecular interactions. On the other hand, 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 shifts show a strong dependence on the tautomeric state. Further, these two shifts are highly anticorrelated, suggesting that their difference could potentially remove local effects arising from interactions with neighboring residues, and therefore provide an excellent probe of the tautomeric state of the imidazole ring. Although a number of studies, both experimental and computational, have provided estimates of 13 C shifts in each of the δ, «, and + states (7, 52, 56, 57, 63) , the majority have been performed on small peptides or amino acids, and we were interested in obtaining consensus values that would be appropriate in the context of a protein environment. Fig. 1 plots 13 C δ2 and 13 C γ (green and blue, respectively in Fig. 1C ) chemical shifts from the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (BMRB) (ϖ C , Y axis in Fig. 1C ) vs. the difference in N e2 and N δ1 chemical shifts (Δ N = ϖ N«2 − ϖ Nδ1 , X axis in Fig. 1C ). The canonical 15 N chemical shifts discussed above, Δ N = 82 ppm, −82 ppm, and −4 ppm for the δ, «, and + conformers were used to evaluate the corresponding 13 C shifts for each state (δ, «, +) assuming a linear correlation between 13 C shifts and Δ N in Fig. 1C . The values so obtained along with their uncertainties based on the rmsd between the BMRB data points and the best-fit lines correspond to Δ C = ϖ Cγ − ϖ Cδ2 values of 0.1 ± 3.0, 10.6 ± 1.5, and 18.8 ± 3.0 for δ, +, and « states, respectively, as summarized in Table S1 .
We have used titration data from the PLCCγ SH2 domain to cross-validate the limiting values of 13 C chemical shifts by comparing extracted p « values from 13 C and 15 N shift data. We prefer to obtain p δ and p « from the difference in 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 chemical shifts (Δ C;meas ) because this eliminates, at least partially, the effects beyond tautomerization that can influence these shifts. Thus, at each point of the titration curve, Δ C,meas vs. pH (Fig. S1 ), Fig.  1D , with an rmsd between the two approaches of 6.5%. Approximate twofold increases in rmsd values are obtained if 13 C γ or 13 C δ2 shifts are used independently to calculate p « , likely reflecting the fact that the individual 13 C chemical shifts are sensitive to factors outside of the distribution of ionization/tautomeric states. On this note, Oldfield and coworkers found in their studies of histidine dipeptides that density functional theory calculations were only able to reproduce experimental 13 C shifts when hydrogen bonding was taken into account (56) .
NMR Experiments for Measurement of Histidine pK a and Tautomers in the Excited State. Having shown above that accurate pK a and p i (i ∈ fδ; «; + g) can be obtained from fits of 1 J C«H« and Δ C , we subsequently developed experiments for measuring these parameters in protein-excited states. The set of proposed experiments (see below) requires 13 C at all carbon positions of the imidazole ring that is most easily achieved by producing proteins that are uniformly 13 C-labeled. This has the advantage in that labeling is relatively inexpensive, however the 13 C- 13 C couplings that are generated through such a scheme (for example 13 C γ -13 C δ2 for histidine) pose certain restrictions on the type of experiments that can be performed. In particular, the most common NMR method for studying protein-excited states uses CPMG elements in which trains of 13 C chemical shift refocusing pulses are applied that modulate the effects of exchange. However, these pulse trains will also lead to magnetization transfer between coupled 13 C spins, thus severely complicating the extraction of accurate exchange parameters (64, 65) . In contrast, it has recently been shown that such effects do not compromise the parameters obtained from the analysis of CEST datasets (44) . In this class of experiment a set of spectra is recorded with the position of a very weak radiofrequency (rf) field (typically 20-50 Hz) varied from one spectrum to the next (66, 67) . The intensity of each correlation derived from the major state is quantified as a function of the position of the weak field. When the field is coincident with or close to the resonance frequency of the 13 C in the ground state, the intensity of the peak from this carbon decreases due to saturation. Additionally, when the weak field is applied at the position of the corresponding peak from the excited state, the ground-state peak intensity also decreases because the effect of the perturbation is transferred via the exchange process. A plot of the intensity of the ground-state (observed) peak as a function of the position of the rf field produces a pair of dips, the larger of the two at the resonance frequency of the carbon in the ground state with the second at the frequency of the corresponding 13 C in the excited state (see An Application to an Invisible Im7-Folding Intermediate). It is also possible to design an experiment (Fig. S2A) whereby each of the dips can be further split into a pair of peaks that are separated by 1 J CH , as illustrated in Fig. 2 , from which both 13 C e1 shifts and 1 J C«H« couplings are obtained.
An Application to an Invisible Im7-Folding Intermediate. The Im7 protein folds via an on-pathway intermediate to the native conformation, a process that has been studied in detail previously using a variety of biophysical methods (29, (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) , including NMR spectroscopy (48, (68) (69) (70) . CPMG relaxation dispersion and CEST measurements performed in our laboratory at 10°C, pH 6.6
can be well analyzed assuming a two-state exchange mechanism, I! kIN kNI N , where I (excited) and N (ground) denote intermediate and native states, respectively (69) (70) (71) . Under these conditions k ex = k IN + k NI = 320 s −1 , the fractional population of I, p I = 1.5%, and the intermediate state is not directly observed in NMR spectra. Fig. 2A shows a ribbon diagram of Im7 (Discussion) highlighting the side chains of the two histidines in the protein, H40 and H47, that form the basis of the present study. These histidines are highly conserved in nearly all Im proteins, with over 60% and 90% conservation for H40 and H47, respectively, across 250 sequences identified in a BLAST search query (72) . In contrast, other histidine residues in Im proteins have less than 5% conservation. Fig. 2 B-E shows CEST profiles for these residues (10°C, pH 6.6) that have been analyzed to extract exchange parameters (k ex ,p I ) and chemical shifts of excited-state nuclei, as described in detail previously, and C δ2 chemical shifts could not be measured for this residue. In contrast, a strong 1 H δ2 -13 C δ2 cross-peak for H47 was observed in heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra and high quality CEST profiles were obtained for assignment of I state 13 C γ and 13 C δ2 carbons of H47 (Fig. 2  D and E) . A discussion of the signal-to-noise requirements for accurate measurements is provided in SI Materials and Methods.
CEST datasets were recorded at pH 6.25 and 6.6 (10°C) to obtain 1 J C«H« values (H40 and H47) and 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 chemical shifts (H47) of the Im7-folding intermediate. Fig. 3 A and B plots the measured 1 J C«H« values for I, from which pK a s can be extracted using 220.6 ± 1.0 Hz and 207.5 ± 1.5 Hz as the endpoints for 1 J C«H« , corresponding to the imidazole side chain in the cationic and neutral forms, respectively, as described above. Calculated 1 J C«H« vs. pH profiles are shown in Fig. 3 based on pK a = 6.9 ± 0.3 and 6.9 ± 0.2 that are obtained for H40 and H47 (solid lines in Fig. 3 A and B, Upper) along with the 68% (solid red in Fig. 3 A and B, Upper) and 95% (light red in Fig. 3 A and B, Upper) confidence limits that take into account uncertainties in the endpoints. In stark contrast to the elevated scalar coupling values obtained for I, the corresponding values for both H40 and H47 in the N state are much lower and do not vary between pH 6 and 9. This establishes that the pK a values for these histidines in the ground state are less than 5. Combining the 1 J C«H« and 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 chemical shift data as described above, the tautomer/ionization scheme shown in Fig. 3C (Right) is obtained for H47 of the I state (pH 6.6, 10°C); only p δ + p « can be obtained for H40 because 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 shifts cannot be measured for this residue in the I state. The tautomer distributions for H40 and H47 (pH 6.6) in the native state are shown in Fig. 3C (Left) based on measurements of 13 C δ2 and 13 C γ chemical shifts.
Discussion
Studies of Histidine Electrostatics in Invisible Protein States. It is becoming increasingly well established that a protein's function depends not only on its low-energy ground-state conformation, but often also on higher energy states that may be sparsely populated and transiently formed (73, 74) . Moreover, a large amount of evidence from a variety of different techniques has established that proteins can fold via formation of a series of intermediates that may also be short-lived and low-populated (19, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . Further, excursions from native states to higher energy conformers have been shown to be linked with protein aggregation that may be an important first step in the formation of oligomers that are associated with disease (75) . Characterization of these rare conformers, that are involved in a range of different important biological processes, is thus critical. In the past decade the development of a suite of NMR experiments has facilitated structural studies and in some cases atomic level descriptions of these conformationally excited states (26, 27, 76) . Herein we extend the methodology to studies of protein electrostatics, focusing on histidine imidazole side chains that can play important functional roles in catalysis, electron transfer, protein stability, and metal binding, as well as in controlling the relative stabilities of transient states that are populated during the protein-folding process. The methodology thus developed has a wide range of applications; we provide one example that focuses on relative pH-dependent stabilities of a native conformer and an on-pathway folding intermediate that can be explained in terms of the pK a values of a pair of highly conserved histidines.
In the study here, we have first presented a carbon-based approach for extracting reliable estimates of histidine pK a values as well as protonation and tautomeric states that has been validated against the more common nitrogen-based method (7) using experimental data recorded for the histidine side chains of the ground state of the PLCCγ SH2 domain. Subsequently, a set of CEST-based experiments has been developed for measurement of the 1 J C«H« coupling and 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 chemical shift values using samples that are uniformly 13 C-labeled and hence relatively inexpensive to produce. The methodology circumvents a major problem in applications of the more popular CPMG experiments because magnetization transfer via 13 C-13 C scalar couplings that occurs during the CPMG pulse train is not an issue with CEST, opening up the possibility for detailed studies of the role of side chains in protein function and stability. The methodology is limited, however, to relatively slow exchange processes (<∼500 s ) because as the exchange rate increases, the line widths of the excited-state peaks (the dips in CEST profiles) grow (44) , and the broadening eventually obscures the doublet splitting from which 1 J C«H« values are measured, for example. We have subsequently applied the methodology to study an invisible on-pathway folding intermediate of Im7, whose steep pH dependence of stability has been suggested to derive from the pair of histidine residues in the protein (50) . Unfortunately, only a narrow pH range, between 5.5 and 7.0, can be pursued because at higher pHs the intermediate state is too weakly populated to generate excited-state dips in CEST profiles, whereas below this pH range the spectral quality and sensitivity degrades as the population of I becomes more dominant. We have shown that accurate histidine pK a values and tautomer populations can be obtained from only a single pH measurement so long as 1 J C«H« and 13 C γ , 13 C δ2 chemical shift values are not at extreme ends of the expected distributions. For Im7, pK a values of 6.9 were obtained for both H40 and H47 in state I from fits of data recorded at pH 6.25 and 6.6, very similar to the pK a of the histidine amino acid in solution (∼6.6), suggesting that these residues are in exposed environments in the exited state. This is further confirmed for H47 based on the relative population ratio of « and δ tautomers (3:1) that is similar to the 4:1 ratio that has been measured for the free amino acid (52, 53) . Notably, neither H40 nor H47 exhibit the 4:1 ratio in the native conformation of the protein, with H40 predominantly in the rare δ tautomer form and H47 exclusively in the « state, suggesting that both histidines are in hydrogen-bonded environments. Indeed, crystal structures of Im7 show that H47 stacks on W75 and is hydrogen bonded to the backbone amide of D49, whereas H40 becomes buried by the N terminus in the native state, potentially forming a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl of K4 (77, 78) . Thus, significant rearrangements of the histidine side chains must accompany the I-to-N transition, leading to burial of the exposed H40 and H47 side chains. Global structural changes have also been noted, largely from analysis of backbone 1 H, 15 N, and 13 C CPMG relaxation dispersion profiles that provide chemical shifts of the excited state (68) (69) (70) . These, in turn, can be recast in terms of residue-specific fractional helicity values (79) and order parameters reflecting amplitudes of motion (80) , with low values corresponding to disorder. Fig. 2A encodes the fractional helicity and order parameters of the I state on the structure of N, with increasing tube thickness corresponding to higher helical character. It is clear that a region extending from the C-terminal residues of helix II through helix III is not formed in the I state, with H47 situated in the intervening loop, consistent with results from other measurements (47) .
Relative pH-Dependent Stabilities of I and N Can Be Understood in Terms of Histidine pK a Values. We were interested in ascertaining whether the steep pH dependence of the relative stabilities of I and N over the range 5.5-6.5 could be understood on the basis of the measured pK a values for H40 and H47. The free-energy difference between states A and B (ΔG A→B = G B − G A ) can be separated into a pH-independent term that contains all contributions that are nonelectrostatic or that involve sites that are fully protonated in both states A and B (ΔG 
where K P;m a is the acid dissociation constant for group m in state P ∈ fA; Bg and RT is the product of the universal gas constant and the absolute temperature (81) . Assuming that ΔG pH A→B is determined exclusively by the titration of H40 and H47 in the pH range 5.5-7 and noting that pK a values of H40 and H47 in the native state are less than 5, Eq. 2 can be simplified to 4A shows CEST profiles for 13 C e1 recorded at a number of pH values that have been analyzed to extract p I , p N , with the pH dependence of p I illustrated in Fig. 4B . The ΔΔG N→I calculated in this manner for the four pH values considered here are plotted in Fig.  4C (circles) and the corresponding ΔΔG N→I profile obtained from Eq. 3 shown in the dashed line along with the 68% and 95% confidence limits in dark and light green, respectively. The close agreement between values obtained using these different methods provides strong evidence that the pH-dependent stability can be explained on the basis of the differential pK a values for the I and N states and further provides a cross-validation of the methodology that has been developed.
As a final step we have fitted the pH-dependent exchange rates, k IN and k NI , following a procedure described previously (82) (SI Materials and Methods) to extract pK a values for the histidine residues in the rate-limiting TS (Fig. 4D) . Attempts to fit the kinetic rates to unique TS pK a values [pK a (TS)] for each of H40 and H47 did not produce significantly improved goodness-of-fit scores relative to the case where only a single, average pK a (TS) value was considered. Moreover, very large uncertainties in pK a (TS) values were obtained from fits involving site-specific pK a s. We have therefore used a model where each of the pK a values for H40 and H47 are assumed to be the same in the TS. This is likely to be a reasonable approximation because pK a values of the two histidines are nearly identical in the I state and are both similarly shifted to low values (<5) in the native conformation (Table S3) . It is important to emphasize, however, that our data do not allow us to prove that the pK a s are the same in the TS. An average value of pK a (TS) = 6.3 ± 0.1 is fit that is similar to the pK a values measured for the intermediate. This suggests that histidine deprotonation occurs after the rate-limiting TS for the I-to-N transition. A similar result has been observed for apomyoglobin where analysis of pH-dependent unfolding and refolding kinetics establishes that the pK a of H24 in the molten globular intermediate and the TS are similar and significantly higher than in the native state (83) . Notably, the profiles in Fig. 4 C and D are fully consistent with results from Radford and coworkers based on equilibrium denaturation and folding/unfolding kinetics of a hexahistidine version of Im7 (50) (Fig. S3) , although these authors were not able to measure site-specific pK a values or histidine tautomer populations in the I state.
Previous φ value analysis studies by Radford and coworkers have established that the nonnative interactions stabilizing the intermediate are disrupted in the final, rate-limiting TS, after which helix III and related native contacts form, locking the structure into its native conformation (47) . Our work highlights the changes that occur at the level of H40 and H47 that are conserved across a range of Im proteins, showing that the imidazole side chains of these residues undergo an exposed-to-ordered transition that leads to stabilization of the resulting native state. More generally, our work describes an approach for studying histidine electrostatics in sparsely populated and transiently formed proteins states, opening an avenue for a more detailed description of the roles of these critical residues in protein structure and function than, to our knowledge, has been previously possible.
Materials and Methods
Proteins were expressed and purified as described in SI Materials and Methods. All NMR experiments were performed at 10°C on 18.8 or 11.7 T Varian Inova spectrometers equipped with room-temperature pulsedfield gradient triple-resonance probes. Samples were 1-1.5 mM in protein concentration and dissolved in 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 5. 
